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While best known internationally as a
leading financial centre, London also
has strengths in the arts, commerce,
education, entertainment, fashion,
healthcare, media, professional services,
research and development, and tourism.
In addition, its 40 universities form the
largest concentration of higher education
institutes in Europe, and more than 300
languages are spoken across its diverse
range of communities and cultures.
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Average house price

£470,025
House price growth
over last decade

91%
House price growth
over last year

15%
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Share of private
rental sector
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28%
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Average rent
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growth over
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Queen’s Wharf, W6
Prices from £1,100,000
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165 unique apartments including studios
and penthouses
Direct outlook over the River Thames
Retaining the famous Riverside Studios
within the building
A development by Mount Anvil
Completion expected Autumn 2017
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This is a unique new development on the
site of the former Riverside Studios,
bordering Hammersmith Bridge and the
River Thames. With exceptional river
frontage, a large number of homes with river
views, a unique performing arts space and
situated moments from Hammersmith
Underground Station, buyers will fall in love
with this one-of-a-kind opportunity.

Hammersmith

KING STREET

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
cbreresidential.com/uk
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Emerald Gardens, TW9
Prices from £440,000
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The apartments have been finished to the
highest specification featuring fullyappointed, sleek kitchens, relaxing living
spaces and cosy bedrooms.

Private balcony with every apartment
24 hour dedicated concierge team
5,306 sq m of landscaped gardens
Underground parking with
every apartment
First completions from late 2017
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Located 0.4 miles from Kew Gardens
underground station, Emerald Gardens is
well located to provide access in to central
London as well as for the enjoyment of Kew
village with its wide selection of independent
shops, restaurants and cafés.

Emerald Gardens, Bessant Drive is set within
a landscaped courtyard in the heart of Kew
TW9 and consists of 170 contemporary
apartments. The five storey development
features one, two and three bedroom
apartments all with outside space and
designated parking as well as benefitting
from 24 hour concierge.

L

Kew Gardens

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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Nine Elms Point, SW8
Prices from £850,000
Nine Elms Point is a Zone 1 development
in the heart of London’s most exciting
new district.
Conveniently located next to the future Nine
Elms underground station and with Vauxhall
station just a five minute walk away, arrive
at Oxford Circus in around 8 minutes.
•
•

Located next to the proposed new
Nine Elms underground station
Residents’ parking will be available
Multi-level gymnasium
Residents’ lounge
Cinema
First release ready for occupation
Second release completion expected
summer 2017
•
•
•
•
•
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Only one remaining penthouse
360 degree views of London
Private terraces
Innovative interior design by
award winning, Accouter Design
Vibrant location
Ready for occupation
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This area is one of London’s best kept
secrets, making Victoria a special place to
live, work and play within minutes of
entertainment, culture and leisure.
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A bold and striking penthouse in the
centre of Victoria. Unlike anything to grace
London’s residential property market,
offering brilliant living spaces and panoramic
views from the private, south facing roof
terrace. The Buckingham penthouse is
placed perfectly on Vauxhall Bridge Road
and crafted to the highest standards of
design and specification with interiors
fashioned by award winning and
internationally renowned designers,
Accouter Design.

VICTORIA PALACE
THEATRE

BR

300 Vauxhall Bridge Road, SW1
Prices from £3,995,000

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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Fulham Riverside, SW6
Townhouses from £3,900,000
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There are eight townhouses remaining,
flexibly designed to suit you – create a
cinema room, games room or contemporary
office space – it’s your decision.
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Neighbouring the Royal Borough of
Kensington and Chelsea, it is home to some
of London’s most sophisticated restaurants,
boutique shops and beautiful parks.
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472 private apartments, townhouses
and penthouses
250m of River Thames frontage
Barratt London development
Full range of services and amenities
Private landscaped gardens
24 hour concierge
Indoor fitness suite and outdoor
fitness facilities

TO

•

Surrounding an acre of beautiful
award-winning landscaped gardens,
Fulham Riverside is a major new destination
for South West London and a vibrant new
waterfront community.

Imperial Wharf
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One Nine Elms, SW8
Prices from £985,000
One Nine Elms by Dalian Wanda will be one
of the most luxurious developments in the
area and one of the tallest residential
buildings in prime central London. It will
comprise two towers, City Tower and River
Tower, which combined will provide 437
private apartments. There will also be a five
star hotel on the lower floors of the River
Tower, as well as associated retail and
commercial space.
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437 brand new and luxury apartments
Five star luxury hotel facilities including 24
hour concierge, a private residents’
lounge, gym, swimming pool, spa,
treatment rooms, private roof top terrace,
cinema room, childcare centre, karaoke
room and golf simulator.
Spectacular views over London
350m from Vauxall Underground Station
Completion expected Q4 2019
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Centre Point Residences, WC1
Prices from £1,825,000
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The iconic building is aptly named, standing
at the geographic, creative and cultural
centre of London. The theatres of the West
End, the British Museum, the Royal Opera
House, the shops of Mayfair, and the
restaurants of Soho and Fitzrovia all lie
within a short stroll.

Tallest residential tower in the West End
Unrivalled views across London
30m indoor private pool
New public square with 9 retail offerings
Only 82 apartments across 34 floors
24 hour concierge
28th floor show apartment now
available to view
Completion expected mid-2017
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Tottenham
Court Road

CHARING

The rest of London is more accessible than
ever, with the forthcoming Crossrail
connection opening up faster links to
Heathrow and Canary Wharf.

An architectural classic that embodies the
spirit of swinging London and stands as a
focal point at the creative and cultural heart
of this ever-changing city. In a city famous
for reinvention, the building is now set for
a new life as an exclusive residence in an
exceptional location. Set serenely above
the bustle of the West End, these 82
apartments are contemporary classics,
crafted by renowned British designer
Conran & Partners.
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S
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residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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Artisan, W1
Prices from £1,995,000
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13 beautiful apartments and four
penthouse apartments
Architecturally striking design by Rolfe
Judd Architects
Winner of a number of property awards
Located moments from Tottenham Court
Road underground and Crossrail station
Close proximity to prime central
London universities
Ready for occupation
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Winner of the prestigious Grand Prix Award
and Best Conversion Property, at The
Evening Standard Property Awards 2016.
Artisan is a collection of 13 striking
apartments with a mix of one, two and three
bedroom apartments located in thriving and
trendy Fitzrovia. The eagerly awaited
Crossrail will also be a short walk away at
Tottenham Court Road as of 2018. This
beautiful site has been transformed from one
of London’s oldest historical World War II
bomb sites, creating one of the capital’s
finest residential boutique developments.

Goodge Street

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
cbreresidential.com/uk
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Aldwych Chambers, WC2
Prices from £1,075,000
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This unmissable new development is
located in the heart of the historic Strand
Conservation Area, very close to Aldwych
and the River Thames and in earshot of the
bells of St Clement’s Church and their
famous chimes of ‘Oranges and Lemons’.
These residential apartments, converted from
offices are situated within a quiet through
road with very little traffic, surrounded by
Grade II listed buildings. There are 20
apartments, from one, two and three
bedrooms including two large duplex
penthouses boasting fantastic roof terraces.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

20 individually designed apartments
Two stunning penthouse apartments with
direct river views
On site residents cinema
Weekday concierge
Moments from the Covent Garden Piazza
King’s College London and the London
School of Economics are close by
Close walk to Temple Underground
Station
Ready for occupation
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landmark Soho residential development.
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Only four apartments remaining
Concierge
Exceptional show apartments by
Sophie Ashby and Rachel Winham
Each apartment offers outside space
Underground parking with each apartment
Westminster University and University
College London are close by
Within walking distance of Oxford Circus,
Piccadilly Circus and Leicester Square
underground stations
Ready for occupation
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A collection of just 13 individually designed
penthouses arranged over the sixth,
seventh and eighth floors. All have the
benefit of a private balcony or terrace, with
far reaching views over Soho and the West
End. These penthouses have been
designed in keeping with nearby chic
Carnaby Street and some of the most
exclusive private members clubs in London,
exuding elegance throughout. Residents
have the benefit of underground parking
and a sleek entrance lobby with onsite
concierge. Soho 13 will make the perfect
central London home, in what will be a new
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Soho 13, W1
Prices from £3,750,000
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The Pathé Building, W1
Prices from £999,999
historic Wardour Street in central Soho, the
very best of London is right on your doorstep.
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Unique former film production building
in the heart of Soho
Concierge service and onsite gym
facilities
Close to the University of Westminster
Tottenham Court Road and Oxford Circus
underground stations are within walking
distance
Ready for occupation
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+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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19 – 20 Poland Street, W1
Prices from £1,250,000
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Recently launched
One, two and three bedroom apartments
One lateral penthouse with large terrace
Beautifully finished apartments
Lift access to all floors
Within walking distance of Oxford Circus
Ready for occupation
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authenticity and uniqueness of the building
with modern interior with contemporary
finishes.
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Standing as a beautiful Art Deco stone clad
building, 19 – 20 Poland Street is located on
the corner of one of Soho’s widest and most
prestigious roads Great Marlborough Street.
Offering a selection of only nine luxury
apartments and a stunning penthouse suite
overlooking the magnificent views of the city
from each of its two roof terraces. All
apartments, inclusive of the penthouse suite
range from one to three spacious bedrooms,
with plenty of living space, all of innovative
design, tastefully crafted to combine

Tottenham
Court Road

Oxford
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A bespoke refurbishment of an imposing
building in the very heart of Soho, formerly
the home of the Pathé Film Company. The
development comprises 15 one, two and
three bedroom apartments, including two
large penthouses with their own private roof
terraces overlooking the beautiful sights of
London. All apartments benefit from the
on-site gym and concierge service. The
finishes and specification of each apartment
have been designed to meet the highest
standard, ensuring the quality of this
building runs throughout. Located on the
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The Colyer, WC2
Prices from £950,000
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The Colyer is the former home of the famous
musician Ken Colyer. This former Jazz club
has now been beautifully converted offering
a selection of indulgent apartments and a
spectacular penthouse. All apartments,
inclusive of the penthouse, range from
studios, to three bedrooms with generous
living space, and a beautifully crafted show
apartment by Sophie Ashby. The building
has been a nexus of elegance and creativity
throughout history, embracing and
complimenting all that the location has to
offer. This development is positioned within
moments of London’s best entertainment
experiences.
Seven apartments and one lateral
penthouse remaining
Show apartment interior designed by
Studio Ashby
Certain apartments offer outside space
King’s College London and the London
School of Economics are close by
Covent Garden and Leicester Square
underground stations are within
walking distance
Ready for occupation
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Leicester Square

Piccadilly Circus
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Warehouse conversion
Stunning show apartments by Design
Haus Liberty and Barlow & Barlow
Direct lift access to most apartments
Central lively location
Ready for occupation
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A unique collection of four warehouse
apartments, located within the stylish and
vibrant centre of Soho. These apartments
boast elegance, style and exclusiveness with
their innovative interior design and unique
façade. A range of two to three bedroom
apartments, each space holds originality
with exposed brick walls, reclaimed wooden
floors and beautiful wooden beam ceilings.
Placed on the historic Wardour Street, which
is the host to many of Soho’s energetic and
exciting restaurants, bars and independent
shops.
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Wardour Lofts, W1
Prices from £2,195,000
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A new development by The Crown Estate
Harrods concierge service
Attractive art deco building
Walnut panelled residents atrium
Short walk to Piccadilly Circus, Leicester
Square and Berkeley Square
Completion expected end of 2017
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The Sherwood, developed by The Crown
Estate, comprises 48 beautifully designed
apartments ranging from studios to seven
expansive penthouses completed with
modern and stylish design. Due for
completion towards the end of 2017, the
apartments, lobby, lifts and all common
areas are finished to the highest specification
throughout. Located in the heart of the West
End just behind the elegant curve of Regent
Street’s facade, on the corner of Sherwood
Street and Brewer Street, The Sherwood
is within striking distance of Mayfair and
St James’s.
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The Sherwood, W1
Prices from £1,425,000
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Princes House, WC2
Prices from £1,495,000
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A selection of one, two and three
bedroom apartments
1920s building
Centrally located close to Covent Garden
Underground Station
Within close proximity of LSE University
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Princes House offers a selection of stunning
residential apartments ranging from one to
three bedrooms within an original
constructed 1920s building. The apartments
are individually designed in a sophisticated
collection of materials and colours, giving
each apartment a modern, urban and unique
feel. Located on Kingsway, a short walk to
Holborn and Covent Garden, the building is
perfectly located for residents to enjoy
everything London has to offer.
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+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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The Fitzbourne, W1
Prices from £2,630,000
This elegant Fitzrovia mansion block is
situated on the corner of New Cavendish
Street and Great Portland Street. Marylebone
High Street, Regents Park and Oxford Circus
are all within walking distance making The
Fitzbourne undoubtedly one of the finest
addresses in London.
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Lovingly refurbished to the highest quality,
this Victorian mansion is the perfect meeting
of old and new. These luxury apartments
offer open plan living and boast large bay
windows, creating light and airy spaces on
every floor, and expertly built by Oakmayne.
Two and three bedroom apartments
Two 3 bedroom triplex penthouse
apartments with private roof terraces
A short walk to Soho and Oxford Circus
Close to the University of Westminster
Interior design by Louisa Penn
Luxury finishes throughout to the
highest standard
Concierge
Ready for occupation

Regent’s Park
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3–4 Great Marlborough Street, W1
Prices from £5,295,000
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Amazing south facing lateral
penthouse apartment
Large open plan living area
Direct lift access
53 sq m private roof terrace
A short walk to Oxford Circus
and Tottenham Court Road
underground stations
Ready for occupation
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Oxford
Circus
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Just one deluxe residence still available in
this unrivalled development in one of
London’s most sought after locations.
Restaurants, bars, clubs, galleries and
theatres are all on your doorstep. Behind a
distinctive Victorian facade lies one, 4
bedroom duplex penthouse. With outdoor
space, a rarity in Soho, the penthouse has
panoramic views across the West End. The
interiors provide contemporary calm amidst
the buzz. High ceilings, full-height doors, oak
floors, feature fireplaces can all be found.
Light floods in from sash windows to
spacious open plan living spaces.
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Pinks Mews, EC1
Prices from £1,000,000
Six beautiful Victorian buildings
24 hour concierge services
Mix of 1, 2 and 3 bedroom apartments
Duplex apartments with double height
ceilings

Chancery Lane
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35 luxurious apartments and duplexes
within a private gated mews. Offering a rare
and unique opportunity to be a part of
London’s historical central neighbourhoods.

Farringdon

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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Only three apartments
Dual aspect
Fitzrovia location
One apartment per floor
Completion expected Q1 2017
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Oxford Circus
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A unique collection of three apartments,
located within the exciting and central
Fitzrovia. These apartments have a high
quality specification with luxury interiors in
an unmatchable location. All homes have
two bedrooms and each space holds an
individual touch with incredible dual aspect
creating natural light throughout.

REG

58 – 59 Margaret Street, W1
Prices from £1,950,000
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westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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64 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, WC2
Prices from £550,000

Holborn
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With a range of studio, one, two and three
bedroom apartments, each home has a
bespoke approach to design alongside
unparalleled views across the fields.

Only seven apartments remaining
Amazing views across Lincoln’s Inn Fields
Large open space with natural lighting
Interiors by Gordon Duff & Linton
Central location
Completion expected Q1 2017
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A beautiful collection of nine apartments,
located within the luxury and elegance of
Lincoln’s Inn Fields. These apartments are
sophisticated with fresh interiors and an
innovative building front.

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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Lincoln Square, WC2
Prices from £910,000
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Gymnasium
24 hour security
Temperature controlled 25 metre
lap swimming pool
Landscaped gardens
Sauna and steam room
Short walk to Covent Garden
Completion expected Q3 2018
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Lincoln Square is a unique, high quality
development in one of London’s finest
neighbourhoods. Located on a rare island
site close to Lincoln’s Inn Fields, the building
has views of the adjacent Royal Courts of
Justice, the London School of Economics
and the old Land Registry building. A world
class design team, comprising renowned
interior designer Patricia Urquiola and PLP
Architecture, has developed Lincoln Square
to be the perfect London home. With over
17,000 sq ft of amenity space Lincoln
Square offers residents 24 hour security, 25
metre lap pool, gymnasium, landscaped
gardens, snooker room and private cinema.

LBORN
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LONDON SCHOOL
OF ECONOMICS

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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Meticulously designed new development
Located in the heart of Bloomsbury
Luxury finishes throughout to the
highest standards
Contemporary custom designed kitchens
Centrally located for access to UCL,
Kings College and LSE
Ready for occupation
•
•
•
•
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Langdale Place is a boutique development
situated in the heart of Bloomsbury. This
luxury development offers a collection
of one, two and three generously sized
bedroom apartments all finished to an
innovative, modern design and
exceptionally high standard. Features
include underfloor heating with engineered
oak floor boards, video entry phone, fully
stone tiled bathrooms and a custom
designed kitchen with composite stone
worktops and Siemens appliances.

N.

Langdale Place, WC1
Prices from £874,999
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Chancery
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westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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Boutique development of 16 apartments
Certain apartments offer outside space
Concierge
Charing Cross Station is within
walking distance
Ready for occupation
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Surrounded by the best of London’s cultural
institutions and the pick of the city’s bars and
restaurants, The Charles offers a stunning
home in the most exciting of locations.
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Situated on the Strand, around the corner
from the world famous Covent Garden
Piazza, The Charles is a collection of 16
stunning new one, two and three bedroom
apartments that blend boutique and
contemporary styling with prime central
London living. Steeped in history and sitting
proudly at the centre of London, this latest
development from English Rose Estates
offers interior designed apartments of the
highest specification, seamlessly blending
modern finishes with period detailing.

Covent
Garden
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The Charles, WC2
Prices from £750,000

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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Bedford House, WC2
Prices from £975,000

•

•

•

•

•

•

With only three still available, these
attentively designed apartments offer
exclusivity and luxury throughout. Two 1
bedroom lateral apartments and a stunning
duplex penthouse with south facing terrace,
all of which have been finished to a high
standard of quality and modern style. This
boutique development provides a unique
opportunity to acquire a meticulously
designed apartment in a striking period
building. Situated between Covent Garden
Piazza and the River Thames on one of
Covent Garden’s finest streets, Bedford
House is in the core of London and enjoys
proximity to an array of restaurants, bars
and great transport links.
Direct lift access to both floors of
the penthouse
Panoramic views from the penthouse
private terrace including famous
landmarks such as the London Eye
Bespoke design
Contemporary Italian kitchens
Moments away from the world famous
Covent Garden Piazza and Charing
Cross Station
Ready for occupation
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Charing Cross

Embankment

westend.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7420 3050
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A contemporary interpretation of a classic
London mansion block, The Mansion
expresses the best in international design
through the use of the finest materials
and immaculate craftsmanship. Generous
spaces, superb facilities and the highest
quality services allow residents to enjoy
a style of life that takes every advantage
of the splendour for which London
is renowned.
•

•

•

•

•

Studios, one, two and three
bedroom apartments
Two rooftop penthouse apartments
25 metre pool, state-of-the-art gym, sauna
and steam room, treatment rooms
serviced by Bamford
Private residents’ lounge, 24 hour
concierge, chauffeur-driven Bentley, valet
parking, secure underground parking
Brand partnerships including Fortnum
and Mason who will deliver groceries and
provisions exclusively to Mansion
residents whenever they are required,
whether daily or ahead of your arrival
from abroad
Completion expected 2018
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The Mansion occupies the perfect London
location. Just a few steps from Mayfair, it
offers access to everything the celebrated
district has to offer. At the same time, its
setting within Marylebone provides the rare
opportunity to appreciate the quieter, more
relaxed surroundings of central London’s
last remaining village.
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The Mansion, W1
Prices from £1,380,000

D
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Bond Street

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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South Bank Tower, SE1
Prices from £2,450,000

South Bank Tower redefines high-rise
living through a blend of architecture and
interior design, reflecting the unique
artistic heritage of this cosmopolitan
area of London.

•

•

•

•

•

•

194 studio, one, two, three and four
bedroom apartments
Developed by CIT
Full health club facilities for residents
24 hour concierge
Superb views over London and
the River Thames
Apartments completed and ready
for occupation
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BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE

The panoramic views from South Bank
Tower are truly breathtaking, traversing the
most famous historic skyline in the world.
From the exceptional vantage point of its
singularly bold architecture, many iconic
London landmarks can be enjoyed,
including the Houses of Parliament and
London Eye to the west and St. Paul’s
Cathedral and Tower Bridge to the east.

Blackfriars
London

Waterloo East
Southwark

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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Hampstead Manor, NW3
Prices from £755,000
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Grade II listed, sympathetically converted
and new build homes
156 immaculately finished residences
across 13 unique, storied buildings
Studio, 1, 2, 3 4 and 5 bedroom homes
available
Beautifully landscaped gardens and open
green spaces
Residents’ only gymnasium, spa and
swimming pool
24 hour concierge
Completion expected Q2 2018
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•

Located on a leafy road only moments from
the centre of Hampstead Village, the
outstanding new development Hampstead
Manor embraces all of the qualities that
have long made NW3 one of the most
desirable British postcodes.

Hampstead

West Hampstead
Thameslink
West
Hampstead
West Hampstead

Finchley Rd

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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Ebury Place benefits from a prime position
next to Belgravia and Victoria – an area
fast-developing a reputation for its newly

•

•

•

•

•

Boutique scheme of 1,2 and 3 bedroom
apartments
Bespoke kitchens with open plan living
and dining rooms
Harrods concierge
Underground parking available
Completions from Q2/Q3 2018
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established collection of high-end bistros
and luxury international brands, in addition to
the benefit it offers as an integral gateway for
travel across the capital, the south east and
an express route to Gatwick Airport.

BU

Ebury Place is a rare new build opportunity
in Pimlico which is being developed by
Taylor Wimpey Central London. The
development is located within the London
Borough of Westminster in SW1 and walking
distance to Victoria, Pimlico and Sloane
Street stations. The development comprises
47 one, two and three bedroom apartments
available over 10 floors and is conveniently
located for the shopping amenities on
Sloane Square and the Kings Road as well
as Harrods, local boutiques and restaurants
in Pimlico Green.
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Ebury Place, SW1
Prices from £799,000
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One Blackfriars, SE1
Prices from £1,135,000
•

One Blackfriars is a magnificent addition to
the London skyline. Envisaged as an
awe-inspiring sculpture looking down to the
River Thames, the 170m high tower is ideally
placed to embrace London’s rich cultural life
on the South Bank.
•

•
With sweeping views across the city and built
to a unique design, One Blackfriars has been
expertly created for its residents to enjoy the
best that London has to offer.

•

•
*Parking available to purchase with two and
three bedroom apartments and comes included
with four bedroom apartments

A mix of 273 studio, one, two, three and
four bedroom apartments available over
50 floors
Exceptional interior design with
fabulous panoramic views over the
London skyline
Outstanding first class facilities including
a dedicated concierge service provided
by Harrods Estates Asset Management,
valet parking,* health club with spa,
swimming pool and gym, private
screening room, residents’ wine cellar
and 32nd floor executive lounge
Landscaped public piazza with
commercial and retail properties and
a boutique hotel
Completion expected Spring 2018

BLACKFRIARS BRIDGE

Blackfriars
London

RIVER THAMES

TATE
MODERN

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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London Dock, E1
Prices from £1,299,950

Tower Gateway

•

•

Inspired by the heritage of the area, the chic
interior design of the apartments combines
stylish interiors and technologies, creating
exceptional spaces for living, relaxing and
entertaining. London Dock will soon
transform this area and redefine city living.
•

•
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206 private apartments and penthouses
within the first phase with only a few
apartments remaining
Development by St George
Hotel-style amenities for residents
including 17,000 sq ft of Spa
24 hour concierge
Easy access to the City
Show apartments and onsite
marketing suite available
7.5 acres of new public space
Completions from early 2017
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Situated in Wapping, just moments from
Tower Bridge, the Tower of London, the City
and Canary Wharf, London Dock is the
capital’s most exciting new destination,
offering a stunning range of apartments with
hotel–style residents’ facilities and 24 hour
concierge, beautifully landscaped public
spaces, shops, bars and restaurants.

Tower Hill

residential.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7182 2477
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The Stage, EC2
Prices from £650,000
Located in the heart of London’s creative
and financial districts of Shoreditch and the
City, sits The Stage.
The Stage comprises 412 spectacular suites,
one, two and three bedroom apartments and
four bedroom penthouses. Located within an
iconic 37 level tower complete with 32nd
floor sky lounge and terrace, residents’
private cinema, games lounge, advanced
I.T. business suites and the global luxury
health and fitness brand Equinox Shoreditch.
The remains of William Shakespeare’s
Curtain Theatre, dating back to 1577, have
been discovered within the site excavations
and will be sensitively preserved and
displayed within a new amphitheatre,
complete with Visitor’s Centre and adjoining
Arts Pavilion.

Computer generated images for indicative purposes only.
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•
•
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Suites, apartments and penthouses
rising to 37 levels, designed by Nicola
Fontanella of Argent London
32nd level sky lounge and terrace
Exclusive lifestyle amenities, including
3 year free membership to Equinox
Shoreditch
24 hour concierge and services
All apartments have a balcony or terrace
Secure car parking and cycle storage
Elevated landscaped public gardens
Completion expected from Q4 2019
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canarywharf.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7519 5900

Shoreditch
High Street
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250 City Road, EC1
Prices from £850,000
A 42 storey landmark Berkeley development
designed by world renowned architects
Foster + Partners harmonising glass, space
and light to create these spectacular
apartments and penthouses offering
stunning City views.
•
•
•
•
•
•
Computer generated images for indicative purposes only.
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One, two and three bedroom
apartments and penthouses
Within walking distance of Angel and
Old Street underground stations
Luxurious 20m pool and spa with sauna,
Jacuzzi and steam rooms
Rooftop level 7 gym and terrace
24 hour concierge
Easy access to London’s financial
centre and Tech City
Crossrail connection from nearby
Farringdon Station opening in 2018
(Bond Street - 4 minutes and
Heathrow - 32 minutes)
Two acres of Wi-Fi enabled public
landscaping at the heart of the scheme
play host to cafés, restaurants, retail
outlets, creative workspaces and a
4* nhow hotel
Completion expected 2018
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•
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246 residences comprising studios, 1, 2 and
3 bedroom apartments form part of this
mixed use address and are located within 2
towers terracotta clad towers rising to 29
and 33 storeys. Designed by award-winning
•

•

Interiors by Bowler James Brindley
and Studio Ashby
Clubhouse
Full lifestyle amenities and 24 hour
concierge
Completion expected 2020
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Liverpool Street
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Moorgate
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Reflecting London’s storied past while
looking confidently to the future, One Crown
Place reinvents the traditional City of London
development. Discover a truly unique
address encompassing impressive office
and retail spaces, beautiful residential
apartments, a private members’ club and
boutique design hotel.

Liverpool Street
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architects KPF, One Crown Place represents
a unique residential opportunity situated just
a few minutes’ walk from Liverpool Street
Station, directly north of the City-Hackney
border and behind Broadgate Circle.246
private residences launching
in Q1 2017

See the city in a new light
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One Crown Place, EC2
Coming soon
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Carpenters Wharf, E3
Prices from £415,000

ER
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A selection of private canalside one, two
and three bedroom apartments
Designed and fitted with the very
finest materials
Every apartment benefits from large,
floor to ceiling windows
Private residents’ landscaped
rooftop garden
Completion expected 2017
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Carpenters Wharf is ideally positioned to
benefit from a vast range of amenities and is
within a short walk of Hackney Wick Station,
Stratford International and local DLR stations.

•

•

•

•

•
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A boutique collection of 35 apartments
located in one of London’s most vibrant and
artistic communities. This distinctive
collection of apartments designed by Studio
Egret West, consists of sophisticated
interiors and high specification materials with
bold, industrial architecture that is in keeping
with the unique aesthetic of Fish Island’s
factories and warehouses.

Hackney Wick
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canarywharf.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7519 5900
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Spire London, E14
Prices from £695,000
Spire London offers a choice of luxurious
suites, one, two and three bedroom
apartments, and penthouses, with far
reaching views across Canary Wharf to the
east, and of the River Thames and City of
London to the west. Many apartments feature
spacious winter gardens or terraces and
specifications styled by world renowned
designer Argent.
Spire London will provide a range of
amenities. The 35th floor Saffron Club spa
will include a swimming pool, jacuzzi and
lounge areas, alongside a gym and fitness
studio. A cinema room will provide the
perfect venue for entertaining family and
friends, while residents will benefit from
additional community space and an open
deck garden on the third floor.
The new Crossrail station is due to open in
2018 and journey times will be only 11
minutes to London’s West End. Current
transport provides services from Canary
Wharf underground station to Bond Street,
and the Docklands Light Railway to Bank.
•
•
•
•
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•
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The highest consented residential
tower in Western Europe
24 hour concierge
35th floor residents’ sky bar
35th floor swimming pool,
gymnasium and spa
Private cinema room
Roof gardens, games room and retail
Completion expected 2020/2021
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Precision, SE10
Prices from £368,000
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One, two and three bedroom
apartments available
Located in the Royal Borough of
Greenwich
Private landscaped communal gardens
Located close to Cutty Sark DLR
Station and North Greenwich
Underground Station
Help to Buy available
Completion expected 2017/2018
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Offering a selection of high specification one,
two and three bedroom apartments and
duplexes, many of Precision’s apartments
will offer outside space or balconies, many
of which will feature unique views of
London’s skyline and the River Thames.

North
Greenwich

THA

The development offers beautiful private
landscaped communal gardens, providing
a peaceful setting to relax and unwind.
Additionally, Precision is located close
to the thriving mix of shops, cafés and
Greenwich Park.

R
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Precision is a development of 216 private
apartments set along the River Thames in
the enviable Royal Borough of Greenwich.
This new development boasts stunning
visual architecture combined with practical
and stylish living space.
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Jointly developed by Ballymore and
EcoWorld, City Island is one of the best
connected developments in London. It is
conveniently located just a two minute walk
across the recently opened footbridge to the
Jubilee Line and DLR stations at Canning

•

•

•

•

•

•
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A selection of suites, one, two
and three bedroom apartments
Swimming pool, gymnasium,
spa and treatment rooms
Secure parking at an additional cost
The island will become home to the
English National Ballet in 2018
Membership to the exclusive
City Island Arts Club
24 hour concierge
Cafe, bars and restaurants
Completion expected 2018

WN

This exclusive island neighbourhood for
London comprises contemporary residential
apartments, lush green landscaping, a
vibrant cultural quarter and water frontage.
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Town as well as the two new Crossrail
stations at Customs House and Canary
Wharf, set to open in 2018.
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London City Island is a unique and exciting
riverside residential development finally
offering the best of both in London - the cool
creative east with the sophisticated lifestyle
of Canary Wharf.
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London City Island, E14
Prices from £470,000

canarywharf.sales@cbre.com
+44 (0)20 7519 5900
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Head Office
Henrietta House
Henrietta Place
London
W1G 0NB

West End
9-12 Bow Street
Covent Garden
London
WC2E 7AB

Canary Wharf
Millennium Harbour
22 Westferry Road
London
E14 8LW

Battersea & Nine Elms
12A Flagstaff House
9 St George Wharf
London
SW8 2LE

t: +44(0) 20 7182 2477
e: residential.sales@cbre.com

t: +44(0) 20 7420 3050
e: westend.sales@cbre.com

t: +44(0) 20 7519 5900
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Julien Mills
Head of International
+44 (0)20 7182 2679
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Jack Ballantine
South East Asia Desk
+44 (0)20 7182 2232
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Keep informed
With our CBRE Residential research

CBRE Residential regularly publish research on the central London
residential market. Get in touch to add your name to our mailing lists,
or use the link below to access our latest reports directly.

www.cbreresidential.com/uk/research

Disclaimer: CBRE Limited on its behalf and for the Vendors or Lessors of this property whose Agents they are, give notice that:
1. These particulars are set out as a general outline only for guidance to intending Purchasers or Lessees, and do not constitute any part of an offer
or contract. 2. Whilst CBRE Limited uses reasonable endeavours to ensure that the information in these particulars is materially correct, any intending
Purchasers, Lessees or Third Parties should not rely on them as statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection,
searches, enquiries, surveys or otherwise as to their accuracy. CBRE Limited as such cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage including
without limitation, indirect or consequential loss or damage, or any loss of profits resulting from direct or indirect actions based upon the content of
these particulars. 3. No person in the employment of CBRE Limited has any authority to make any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation
to these properties. 4. Unless otherwise stated, all purchase prices and rents are correct at the date of publication and, unless otherwise stated, are
quoted exclusive of VAT. Lease details and service ground rent (where applicable) are given as a guide only and should be checked and confirmed
by your solicitor prior to exchange of contracts. 5. Along with photographs, computer generated images have been used throughout the document.
6. All travel times are approximate and taken from https://www.tfl.gov.uk
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